Your workday never stops...

> Here’s some relief.

On any given day, nurses are caregivers,
psychiatrists, smile-makers, comforters,
teachers and friends. In fact, the critically
important role nurses play in the patient
recovery process is difficult to define—and
hard to imagine doing without. It is one of
the hardest jobs in the world.
Today, the demands on nurses have
increased even more. You are faced with
stringent readmission penalties, new
patient care models and harder-to-achieve
metrics on patient safety and outcomes.
You need a tool that will aid you, help
you move through your workday—a
collaborative communication tool that will
get the job done.

are under pressure to
> “Nurses
communicate, collaborate and
coordinate, care more effectively
across a wider array of team members.
Unfortunately, continuous colleague
interruptions, increased documentation
requirements, and alert and alarm fatigue
leave the nurse with little time for direct
patient care at the bedside.” *
* Quote provided by Spyglass Consulting Group
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WorkSmart.
Today’s technology is ever-evolving, and phones
and applications are key to getting the job done
right. When you face interruptions, so do your
patients. You need to know your device works every
time, and more importantly, that it is easy to use.
Because when patients need you, you don’t have
time to struggle with complicated technology.
Introducing WorkSmart—a new solution built for
work, designed for nurses. Tough enough to endure
your hospital environment, intuitive enough to make
it work.
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Do more while carrying less.
		
From scanners, to computers, you have your
hands full every day—weighted down with
countless devices.
With WorkSmart, we simplify your tools, expertly
integrating with your hospital’s communication for
one unified solution—one that can be customized,
with intuitive settings that know your unique
preferences. Now you can reach who you need,
when you need them—with immediate and reliable
voice, text or other alerts.
Access the information you need right at your
fingertips—whether you’re connecting with patients
and colleagues, or collecting data with built-in
scanners. The possibilities with WorkSmart are
endless, helping you to give the best care possible.
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Built for you.
As a nurse your day never stops. That’s why
WorkSmart was designed for your mobile workplace.
And while your smartphone may seem like the easier
choice, it just wasn’t built for your job, or your day.
WorkSmart solutions are purpose-built devices—built
with your workday in mind. With WorkSmart solutions,
we deliver confidence to perform—phones designed
with the elegance of a smartphone, but uniquely
engineered with unrivaled durability, longevity and
support. Put an end to shattered screens. Handle the
elements when it matters most.
are using personal
> “Nurses
Smartphones despite hospital
policy restrictions. Despite the
fact that 89 percent of hospitals
interviewed forbid it, 67 percent
of them report that nurses are
using personal Smartphones during
normal work hours to support clinical
communications and workflow.
Nurses are dissatisfied with existing
communications options provided
by hospital IT which they find are
inconvenient, difficult to use, and have
limited functionality.” *
* Quote provided by Spyglass Consulting Group
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Make the
conversation clear.
You need to be heard—wherever you are, on the
job. Lives depend on it. Yet the constraints of the
hospital, the overhead alarms, the thick walls, even
the elevators—can get in your way of making a
clear call.
With Spectralink Voice Quality Optimization, VQO,
you get the clarity you need. This engineered
system that delivers superior voice quality—built
of technology on the inside of each and every
Spectralink Wi-Fi device—and the knowledge and
expertise of our partners and specialized system
architects, on the outside.
It ensures you are able to stay in touch with peers,
as well as doctors, lab personnel and anyone else
you need to reach. Quickly. Reliably—no matter
what environment you are in.
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The right solution for the job.
WorkSmart solutions were designed with
you in mind.
• We made it easy to use, like your personal
smartphone, but built for needs and rigors of nurses
• We made it durable, yet elegant and not clunky
• We made it compatible and customizable to your day

Work smarter, not harder with full-featured
WorkSmart solutions that:
• Enables nurses throughout the hospital to be reached
immediately and reliably via voice, texts or other alerts
• Improved workflow, integrating with information and
work tools you use everyday
• Protects with security and privacy
• Ensures speed and accuracy with a built in
barcode scanner
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Bring WorkSmart to life with PIVOT by Spectralink. Purposebuilt for your job, PIVOT is transforming workplace mobility.
Revolutionary in its design, PIVOT by Spectralink combines
renowned durability and voice quality with modern
smartphone-like usability in a solution that works on the job,
so you can do your job better.
With PIVOT by your side, you won’t be tethered to anything.
You’ll have the freedom and mobility to make rounds staying
in full communication with the people and information you
need—all in the palm of your hand.
Spectralink is committed to helping you work smarter - not
harder - innovating and working closely with healthcare
professionals to develop solutions like WorkSmart that help
you do your job better. PIVOT by Spectralink is the latest
innovation to that committment. From us. To you.
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